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1.	 Use a soft HB pencil throughout the examination 

2. Do not open the booklet until you are told to do so. 
Before the examination 

3.	 Check that this questions paper is headed 'Advanced Level Information and Communication technology 
796' 

4.	 Insert the information required in the space provided. 

5.	 without opening the booklet, pull out your answer sheet carefully form inside the front cover of this booklet. 
Take care that you do not erase or fold the answer sheet or make any mark on it other than those asked for in 
this instructions. 

6. Insert the information required in the space provided on the answer sheet using your HB penci!. 
Candidate Nome. Centre Number and Nome. Candidate Number, Subject Code Number and Paper Number. 

7.	 Answer ail the 50 questions in the examination. Ail question carry equal marks. 

8.	 Non-programmable calculators are allowed. 

9.	 Each question has FOUR suggested answers: A, B, C and D. Decide on which answer is correct. Find the 
number of the question on the sheet and draw a horizontalline across the letter to join the square brackets for 
the answer you have chosen. For example if B is your corr~ct answer, mark as shown below: 
[A] o+i+- [e]. [0] . 
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11.	 Avoid spending too much time on any one question. You can come to these questions later. 

12.	 Do ail rough work in this booklet, using where necessary, and the blank spaces in the question booklet. 

13.	 Mobile phones are not allowed in the examination room. 

14.	 You must not take this booklet out of the examination room. Ali question booklets and answer sheets will be 
collected at the end of the examination. 
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1. A multimedia resource may combine several 

elements such as 
A.	 video, text and speakers only 
B.	 Text and graphies only 
C.	 Text sound, graphies, animation and video 

only 
D.	 Text and sound only 

2. which of the following input devices is the most 
approprïate to màrK correct answers of multiple choice 
questions on an answer sheet 

A.	 optical mark reader 
B.	 Scanner 
C.	 Magnetic mark reader 
D.	 Magnetic character reader 

3. what is the main advantage of networking? 
A.	 Cast reduction 
B.	 Sharing of resources 
C.	 Advanced Technology 
D.	 Internet services 

4. An OR gate has 4 inputs. One input is high and the 
other three ore low. The output is----

A.	 Low 
B.	 High 
C.	 Alternately high and low 
D.	 May be high or low depending on relative 

magnitude of input 

. 5. which of these is true of a system development life 
cycle 

A.	 It is managing by a system Analysis 
B.	 Gives the duration of the project 
C. Has eight phases of development 
D.· It is used to manage a project 

6. which of these is not used as a software 
development model 

A.	 Navigation 
B.	 Prototyping 
C.	 Boehm spiral model 
D.	 Waterfall model 

7. In a SDLC, the collection of information by means of 
interview, questionnaires abservation and inspection of 
documents is an activity in 

A.	 System analysis 
B.	 System investigation 
C.	 System specification 
D.	 Information requirement 

8. programs and data to be used by the computer ore 
available in-------

A.	 Output unit 
B.	 Processing unit 
C.	 Input unit 
D.	 Storage unit 

9. what is the octal equivalent of the binary number 
11101O? 

A.	 81 
B.	 72 
C.	 71 
D.	 None of n'e above 

~'-:-

10. which of the following storage media uses laser 
technology to store data 

A.	 Floppy disk 
B.	 Magnetic tape 
C.	 CD ROM 
D.	 Hard disk 

11. The correct arder of the stages for a system 
development life cycle is 

A.	 Analysis, feasibility study; implementation, 
design 

B.	 Analysis, design, feasibility study,
 
implementation
 

C.	 Feasibility study, Analysis, design,
 
implementation
 

D.	 Feasibility study, Analysis, implementation, 
design 

12.which of the list below contains only input devices 
A.	 Mouse, webcam, MICR 
B.	 Printer, keyboard, scanner 
C.	 Mouse, printer, speaker 
D.	 Microphone, mouse, flash disk 

13. An example of multitasking is-------
A.	 Doing a background s(~ve while typing 
B.	 Allowing many users to use the same program 
C.	 Allowing one user to use the program 
D.	 Operating one program by many users 

14. which of the following is not a type of Transmission 
medium 

A.	 Coaxial cable 
B.	 Twisted pair 
C.	 Modem 
D.	 Microwave 

15. Data is transmitted over the internet 05---

A.	 Data packets 
B.	 IP signais 
C.	 IP packets 
D.	 Data waves 

16. which of the following is an internet search engine? 
A.	 Yahoo!Mail-· #1 
B.	 Yahoo! Messenger 
C.	 Maxilla Firefox 
D.	 Yahoo 

17.The amount of time by which a project task may be 
extended or delayed without delaying other tasks is 
known as----

A.	 Log lime 
B.	 Slack time 
C.	 Lead time 
D.	 Extra time 

18. which of the following data structure is referred to as 
a L1FO [Iast in First Out) abstract data type? 

A.	 List 
B.	 Queue 
C.	 Stock 
D.	 Tree 

19.Translating an Aigorithm into a programming 
language iS called: 

A.	 Coding 
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B. Computing 
C. Interpreting 
D. Debugging 

20.Study the algorithm below. 
Get a positive integer, N 
If N<3 

SET PTO 3*N/2 
ELSE 

Set Y to 5*N/2 
Set P to Y-4 

EndlF 
PRINT P 
What is the value of P given that the value of N at the 
beginning is 6? 

A.	 11 
B.	 9 
C.	 5 
D.	 15 

21. which of the following loop construct will execute at 
least once even if the test expression is false 

A.	 For 
B.	 Do-while 
C. While
 
D; If
 

22.A program that needs to be compiled before 
execution is in 

A.	 A low levellanguage 
B.	 High level language 
C.	 Machine languqge 
D.	 Compilation code 

23.When acode is compiled a(n)---- is produced. 
A.	 Output 
B. . File 

C.	 Object code 
D.	 Source code 

24. 11'1 binary multiplication.1l1111 by 111 gives 
. A. 111100111 

B.	 101011110 
C.	 110111001 
D.	 101010101 

25. RAD stands for 
A.	 Relative Application Development 
B. Rapid Application Development 
C. Rapid Application Document 
D.	 None of the mentioned 

26.To maintain the integrity of transmitted data 
between two network computer, what is added to the 
transmitted data? 

A.	 Character code 
B.	 Parity bit 
C.	 Batch number 
D.	 Network address 

27. A chip in the computer that stores essential 
information such as time and data is---

A.	 BIOS 
B.	 CMOS 
C.	 RAM 
D.	 ROM 

28. Software Testing with real data in a real 
environment is known as 

A.	 Alpha testing 
B.	 Beta testing 
C.	 Regression testing 
D.	 None of the mentioned 

29. The modification of the software to match changes 
in the over changing environment, falls under which 
category of software maintenance? 

A.	 Corrective 
B. Adoptive
 

. C. Perfective
 
D.	 Preventive 

30. Give the following algorithm 

J.-5 
K~ J 
J ..--J+K 
K~ J+3 
Display k 
The value displayed for K is? 

A.	 10 
B.	 11 
C.	 13 
D.	 14 

31. The E-commerce domain that involves business 
activity initiated by the consumer and targeted to 
business is known as 

A.	 Business to Business [B2B) 
B.	 Consumer to Consumer (C2C) 
C.	 Consumer to Business (C2Bj 
D.	 Business to Consumer (B2C) 

32. A task that shows an achievement in a project with 
zero duration is------

A.	 Critical task 
B.	 Float task 
C.	 Milestone 
D.	 Siock task 

33. which of the following Iists contains only output 
devices? 

A.	 Printer, monitor, keyboard 
B.	 Scanner, printer, monitor 
C.	 Modem, router, switch 
D.	 Loudspeaker, monitor, printer 

34. which of the following describes the stages of the 
mdchine cycle? 

A.	 Input. decode, execute 
B.	 Fetch, processing, input 
C.	 Input. decode, execute 
D.	 Input. storoge, output 

--# 

35. select the best option if the cable of the file server in 
a star network breaks 

A.	 The network remoins functional but the file from 
the server con be retrieved 

B.	 The system stops functioning and no file from 
the server con be retrieved 

C.	 Ail services of the server stop but its internet 
services remoin func:tionol 

'"
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O. Another computer plays the role of the file 
server and the system stays on. 

36. A command line interface is different from a 
graphie user interface in that 

A.	 It is not text-based 
B.	 Commands are given using menus 
C. It requires a mouse 
O.. Doesn't required users to have knowledge of 

command~ 

37.Which of the following is NOT an example of a 
pointing device? 

A.	 Keyboard 
B.	 Joystick 
C.	 Mouse 
O.	 Lightpen 

38.With reference to multimedia elements, pick the 
odd-one out from the following. 

A.	 Graphies 
B.	 Animation 
C.	 Video Script 
D.	 Audio 

39. The command to remove a table customer from a 
database is---

A.	 REMOVE TABLE CUSTOMER 
B.	 DROP TABLE CUSTOMER 
C.	 DELETE TABLE CUSTOMER 
O.	 UPDATE TABLE CUSTOMER 

40.0ne pr('tocol used for translating IP addresses to 
MAC addresses is? 

A.	 DHCP 
B.	 ONS 
c..	 ARP 
D.	 UDP 

41: Ali of the following provide intranet security except 
,A. Data encryption 
B.	 User authentication 
C.	 Firewall 
D.	 Data compression 

42. The task of developing a technical blueprint and 
specifications for a solution that fulfills the business 
requirements is undertaken in the following phase of 
the system developing process 

A.	 System initiation 
B.	 System implementation 
C.	 System analysis 
D.	 System design 

43. Information system that monitors the elementary 
activities and transactions are-----

A.	 Management level system 
B.	 Operationallevel system 

C. Knowledge level system 
D. Strategie level system 

44. which of the following are magnetic storage 
media? 

A.	 Floppy disk and USB flash 
B.	 DVD and CD 
C.	 Hard disk and Floppy disk 
D.	 Hard disk and DVD 

45.A service which can be used by be used by the 
state of Cameroon to provide online services to its 
citizens is known as-----

'A. E-mail 
B.	 Web routing 
C.	 Legislation 
D.	 E-government 

46.which of the following best describe the purpose of 
a communication system 

A.	 communication messages over the radio, TV, 
and telephone 

B.	 transport data and information 
C.	 messages data and information 
D.	 control~ octivities of a company 

47.A program tloat translate a source code from a high
level programming language to a lower-Ievellanguage 
is a 

A.	 assembler 
B.	 converter 
C.	 decoder 
D.	 compiler 

48.the memory that loses its information when the 
system's power is switched off;s said to be 

A.	 volatile 
B.	 power dependent 
C.	 short term 
D.	 interrupted memory 

49. The c10ck speed of a CPU is measured in 
A.	 Bits per second 
B.	 Hertz _-#1 
C.	 Cycles per second 
D.	 Bytes per second 

50. which one of the following database has PHP 
supported almost from the beginning? 

A.	 Oracle database 
B.	 SQL 
C.	 SQL+ 

D. MYSQL
 
Stop
 
Go back and check your work
 

STOP 
NOW GO BACK AND CHECK YOUR WORK 
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